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Abstract

Local fluctuations in the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal serve as the basis of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Understanding the correlation between distinct aspects of neural activity and the BOLD response is fundamental to the interpretation of this widely used mapping signal. Analysis of this question requires the ability to precisely manipulate the activity of defined neurons. To achieve such control, we combined optogenetic drive of neocortical neurons with high-resolution (9.4 T) rodent fMRI and detailed analysis of neurophysiological data. Light-driven activation of pyramidal neurons resulted in a positive BOLD response at the stimulated site. To help differentiate the neurophysiological correlate(s) of the BOLD response, we employed light trains of the same average frequency, but with periodic and Poisson distributed pulse times. These different types of pulse trains generated dissociable patterns of single-unit, multi-unit and local field potential (LFP) activity, and of BOLD signals. The BOLD activity exhibited the strongest correlation to spiking activity with increasing rates of stimulation, and, to a first approximation, was linear with pulse delivery rate, while LFP activity showed a weaker correlation. These data provide an example of a strong correlation between spike rate and the BOLD response.
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1. Introduction

The blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) signal is widely used to study human brain organization. Because this response measures hemodynamic fluctuations, and not the underlying neurophysiological signals that most researchers are mainly interested in, the correlation between neural activity and the BOLD fMRI signal has been studied extensively (Boynton et al., 1996; Dale and Buckner, 1997; Heeger et al., 2000; Logothetis et al., 2001; Miezin et al., 2000; Mukamel et al., 2005; Rees et al., 2000; Shmuel et al., 2006; Viswanathan and Freeman, 2007). Several reports have emphasized the close coupling between local field potential (LFP) activity and BOLD activity (or other measures of the hemodynamic response), de-emphasizing correlations to single-unit and multi-unit action potential (spiking) activity (Logothetis et al., 2001; Siroten and Das, 2009; Viswanathan and Freeman, 2007).

These reports provide examples of correlations between LFP and BOLD responses when sensory input is used to induce neural activity. However, sensory input drives an ensemble of cell types in the neocortex and connected subcortical regions, and likely recruits neuromodulatory pathways as well (Fournier et al., 2004; Kirifides et al., 2001; Shima et al., 1986), pathways that may not evoke local spikes but are well known to impact local hemodynamics. Even the simplest sensory input will, through feedforward thalamic drive, activate a broad complement of local cell types including pyramidal neurons, fast-spiking interneurons and astrocytes, among others (Schummers et al., 2008; Simons and Carvell, 1989; Swadlow, 1989; Wang et al., 2006). As such, past attempts to understand the neural correlates of the BOLD signal are chiefly observed in the context of a complex barrage of input activity arriving in a neocortical area.

Given the history of such correlation studies, and the current bias to viewing the BOLD signal as best correlated with the LFP, an important unresolved issue is whether, and if so under what conditions, spiking activity might be strongly correlated with the BOLD signal. In support of the possibility that such conditions might exist, Rees et al. (2000) used cross-species correlations to argue that in human area MT+, fMRI responses increase in proportion to the increase in single-neuron spiking in monkey area MT (see Heeger, et al. 2000 for a similar analysis in area V1 of human and monkey; see also Boynton et al., 1996; Dale and Buckner, 1997; Miezin et al., 2000). Similarly, Mukamel et al. (2005) compared activity of individual neurons in the auditory cortex of patients implanted with depth electrodes and fMRI recordings from a separate group of healthy participants, and found that spiking activity was correlated with BOLD responses during presentations of naturalistic stimuli. Thus, in contrast to the widely held interpretation that postsynaptic subthreshold activity, which is a key component of the LFP, is the correlate of the BOLD signal, these additional studies suggest that there are regimes in which spiking activity in the neocortex may be the better correlate of the local BOLD response (for reviews see Heeger and Ress, 2002 and Logothetis, 2008).

To precisely control local neural activity in studying its correlation to the BOLD signal, we employed an ‘Opto-fMRI’ approach. Similar to recent demonstrations (Desai et al., 2011; Kahn et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2010), we combined activation of the microbial opsin channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2), a light sensitive nonselective cation channel (Boyden et al., 2005), with high-field functional imaging (9.4 T fMRI). Extracellular recording studies in sensory neocortex of primates—the preparation and cortical area used for most previous studies of BOLD correlates—primarily monitor spike activity of large pyramidal neurons, such as those in layer V. We therefore employed as a model preparation the Thy1-ChR2-YFP mouse, as ChR2 is selectively expressed in neocortical pyramidal neurons, primarily those in layer V throughout the neocortex (Arenkiel et al., 2007). Targeting primary
somatosensory cortex, we tested whether increased evoked pyramidal cell spike activity would result in proportional increases in the BOLD response. We also manipulated the statistics of these stimulus trains, using periodic vs. Poisson distributed timing that conserved the overall frequency of light stimulation but evoked distinct patterns of neural responses. We reasoned that this manipulation might provide a way to dissociate the neural correlates of the BOLD response, as these optical stimulation regimes induce different patterns of spiking and subthreshold activity, and unlike behavioral stimuli, are associated with precisely controlled activity in a defined cell type.

We found that the BOLD response evoked in this fashion was linear under conditions of increased spike rate. Across stimulus patterns and analyses, the strongest correlation was observed between spiking activity and the BOLD response, with transfer functions generated based on spiking activity providing an accurate estimation of the measured BOLD response. These data provide evidence for a regime, albeit outside natural physiological parameters, of neural activity in the neocortex in which the BOLD signal is predicted best by local spiking activity.

2. Results

2.1. Optical drive of layer V pyramidal neurons generates a BOLD response

We first tested whether a BOLD response could be observed in response to optical stimulation in neurons expressing ChR2. Stimuli were presented for 15 s blocks at a frequency of 40 Hz and 8 ms pulse duration, followed by 15 s of no stimulation, and repeated 16 times in each run. Activation was observed in all Thy1-ChR2-YFP mice (Fig. 1; 4 animals; P<0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons using family-wise error rate method) but not in wild-type mice (ChR2-YFP negative) that received identical stimulation (n=2 mice). In all the animals the observed responses were restricted to the area under the fiber optic.

2.2. The pattern of light-stimulation impacts the amplitude of the BOLD response

Increasing the frequency of optical stimulation drives an increased number of spikes in neurons expressing ChR2 in the neocortex in vivo (e.g., see Cardin et al., 2009). To test whether linearity of the BOLD response would hold across increased frequency of stimulation, we drove pyramidal cells at rates ranging from 8 to 80 Hz for intervals of 15 s with either Poisson or periodic stimulus trains. We sought to compare the BOLD response to the electrophysiological responses. Electrophysiological responses measured were single-unit activity (SUA) with glass pipettes in cell-attached mode, as well as multi-unit activity (MUA) and local field potentials (LFP) with a laminar electrode.

Most animal physiology and human electroencephalography studies record field potentials in alternating current (AC) coupled mode, as was the case for the laminar data collected here. This mode prevents observation of global shifts in signal (the data is by definition high-pass filtered, commonly with a cutoff between 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz). The simultaneous optical drive of a large population of ChR2-expressing neurons applied in this study resulted in highly synchronous currents, and at higher stimulation frequencies the kinetics of ChR2 (Boyden et al., 2005; Ishizuka et al., 2006; Nagel et al., 2003) and the cells' membrane time constant would result in a significant DC component in the subthreshold response (Fig. 2). Therefore, we hypothesized that the amplitude of LFP recorded in direct current (DC) coupled mode (denoted dcLFP) would better reflect the absolute level of electrical current resulting from light-stimulation than the power of LFP recorded in AC coupled mode. This prediction is consistent with an hypothesis linking slow spontaneous fluctuations in the BOLD signal with slow cortical potentials (He and Raichle, 2009) and prior proposals that sensory-driven cortical activity is likely coupled with a change in steady potentials.
(Goldring, 1974; He and Raichle, 2009). Critically, conventional LFP may not detect this slow response.

To illustrate this point we compared electrophysiological recordings made using the laminar probes (MUA and LFP in alternating current coupled mode [LFP]) and saline-filled glass pipettes (LFP recorded in direct-current mode [dcLFP]) during optical stimulation. Fig. 2 depicts a comparison of responses to 8 and 40 Hz periodic stimulus trains. All measures demonstrated elevated responses for optical drive at both 8 and 40 Hz relative to the pre-trial baseline. Fig. 2A depicts a response for two trials (8 and 40 Hz) measured concurrently with laminar electrode and glass pipette. As can be seen, MUA is higher for 40 relative to 8 Hz but LFP power is higher for 8 relative to 40 Hz. As can be seen for dcLFP, while the amplitude of the oscillatory component is similar to that of the LFP, the overall shift in the signal is higher for 40 relative to 8 Hz. Quantifying this result (Fig. 2B), firing rate (MUA) was elevated ($n=2$ animals) for 40 Hz compared to 8 Hz (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, $P=5.78e^{-12}$), the LFP power ratio ($n=3$) decreased with increased stimulation frequency ($P=0.0134$) and the dcLFP ($n=3$) average voltage amplitude increased from 8 to 40 Hz ($P=3.08e^{-08}$). Finally, we confirmed this interpretation by recording the membrane potential of an individual neuron recorded intracellularly in current clamp mode (Fig. 2C). Thus, dcLFP provides a better measure of currents induced by optical drive, although it is noted that these steady state changes should typically be present in other types of stimulation (e.g., sensory drive).

2.3. Fidelity of local field potential measurements

LFP measured from the laminar electrodes demonstrated a steady decline in power in response to an increase in optical stimulation frequency. To discount the possibility that this observation is a result of low pass filtering by the recording amplifier, we quantified the degree of low-pass filtering in our electrophysiological recording setup. We generated sine waves at 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000 Hz for 20 trials each and computed the power with the spectrogram function, similar to the analysis conducted in our data. In Fig. 3A we plot the results of this computation. The derived transfer function exhibits a 0.7% drop in signal strength from 8 to 80 Hz. Since the change in LFP signal was two orders of magnitude stronger (82%), it is unlikely that this drop can be accounted for by biases (low-pass filtering) in the amplifier setup.

In the analyses described below, the dcLFP amplitude provided a consistently closer estimate for the BOLD response. The dcLFP measurements were carried out with a saline-filled glass pipette that was placed at different depths under the optical stimulation site while the laminar electrode (LFP) was placed once. Consequently, it is possible that the population that is measured by each electrode differs. To discount that possibility, we computed LFP power measured from the glass pipettes. As can be seen in Fig. 3B, LFP power is identical in the two modes of recording, suggesting that the decrement observed in the periodic condition and the broadband response peaking at 40 Hz, indeed reflect neural activity measured with LFP, rather than an artifact of recording method or proximity of the recording electrode to optically-induced pyramidal cell spiking.

2.4. The BOLD response is best correlated with spiking activity

We sought to test which of these commonly recorded neural measures provided the best predictor of the BOLD response by manipulating the rate and statistics of optical pulses applied. We chose a comparison of Poisson and periodic regimes to span the range of spiking statistics that might be generated by commonly used sensory stimuli (e.g., sinusoidal visual gratings), naturalistic sensory stimuli, or ongoing internal neocortical dynamics. To determine the neural correlates of these stimulation patterns, we recorded SUA activity in
layer V, and LFP, MUA, and dcLFP throughout the neocortical depth, providing a variety of measures (e.g., somatic spiking versus dendritic LFP activity) to compare with the BOLD signal.

The BOLD signal showed a gradual increase in amplitude with increasing rate of stimulation for both periodic and Poisson stimulation, with a greater increase in overall amplitude for Poisson stimuli at all frequencies (Fig. 4A), confirmed as statistically significant by a reliable main effect of stimulation frequency in a two-way ANOVA of Frequency × Regime ($F_{\text{BOLD}}(4790) = 7.64$, $P< 0.001$) and a main effect of stimulation regime ($F_{\text{BOLD}}(1790)=6.56$, $P=0.01$). The SUA responses demonstrated a pattern similar to the BOLD response, showing a gradual increase in firing rate and exhibiting an overall higher firing rate for Poisson relative to periodic stimulation (Fig. 4B; main effect of stimulation frequency $F_{\text{SUA}}(41,290)=4.12$, $P<0.001$, and regime $F_{\text{SUA}}(11,290) = 75.22$, $P<0.001$). Responses across the different contacts of the laminar electrode (Fig. 4C,D) revealed that MUA responses driven by light were localized to 700–800 μm depth, reflecting spiking activity in or near layer V, while dendritic and somatic responses were reflected in LFP and dcLFP increases at 100–800 μm depth. Similar to the BOLD and SUA responses, the MUA (Fig. 4D) and dcLFP (Fig. 4E) responses exhibited a monotonic increase in signal as a function of frequency (main effect of Frequency: $F_{\text{MUA}}(4390) = 52.85$, $P<0.001$, $F_{\text{dcLFP}}(4290) = 71.55$, $P<0.001$). Similar to BOLD and SUA responses, MUA trended to an overall greater response to Poisson relative to periodic stimulation (main effect of stimulation regime: $F_{\text{MUA}}(1390) = 3.53$, $P = 0.06$). In contrast, unlike BOLD and SUA responses, dcLFP responses did not differ between Poisson and periodic stimulation regimes ($F_{\text{dcLFP}}(1290)=0.04$, $P=0.83$). The LFP responses (Fig. 4D) exhibited an overall increase in power for Poisson relative to periodic regimes ($F_{\text{LFP}}(1890) = 56.97$, $P<0.001$), but did not exhibit a monotonic increase in power with increasing frequency for Poisson stimulation, and showed a monotonic decrease in power for periodic stimulation (expressed by a main effect of Frequency $F_{\text{LFP}}(4890)=8.47$, $P = 0.001$ and Regime × Frequency interaction $F_{\text{LFP}}(4890) = 12.62$, $P<0.001$). This pattern was consistent across the different layers for LFP and dcLFP but restricted to layer V for MUA (Fig. 4C–E), confirming that dendritic currents may underlie these responses in LFP and dcLFP.

In sum, spiking activity recorded from optically driven layer V neurons demonstrated the closest similarity to the BOLD response, showing both a monotonic increase in magnitude of responses as a function of frequency, and greater responses for Poisson relative to periodic stimulation. In contrast, LFP showed an inverted U shaped or decreasing function for Poisson or periodic stimulation, respectively.

2.5. The BOLD response can be derived from spiking activity

We further examined the relation between neural activity and the BOLD response with two independent approaches. First, we computed the correlation between neural responses and the BOLD response using polynomial fits of their frequency-dependent modulation. Second, we tested whether the BOLD response could be derived by convolution of the neural signal with a standard hemodynamic response function (HRF).

To test whether the temporal evolution of the BOLD response could be derived from the neural data, we downsampled our neural measures (SUA and MUA firing rate, LFP power, and dcLFP amplitude) to match the temporal resolution of the BOLD signal (2.5 s), and convolved these metrics with a canonical HRF to yield a predicted BOLD signal time series. The amplitude of the response was determined by least squares estimation of a multiplicative factor. The best predictor of the BOLD signal across stimulation patterns was obtained by measures reflecting spiking activity (SUA and MUA; Fig. 5), mostly due to the lack of an early peak response in the LFP-derived measures. Overall correlation values were
higher for Poisson relative to periodic stimulation, with LFP and dcLFP demonstrating the
greatest decrease in goodness-of-fit. We tested whether the numerical difference in
goodness-of-fit in spiking activity relative to LFP was reliable by a Wilcoxon rank-sum test
between MUA (n=40 trials) and LFP (n=90 trials). In the Poisson condition, MUA did not
reliably differ from the LFP signal ($P_{\text{Poisson}}=0.85$). However, in the periodic condition,
MUA was reliably greater than LFP ($P_{\text{Periodic}}=1.11\times10^{-9}$). A paired-sample Wilcoxon two-
tail signed rank test including only trials where MUA and LFP signals were concurrently
available (n=40) confirmed that MUA was a better predictor on a trial-by-trial basis for the
periodic but not for the Poisson condition ($P_{\text{Poisson}}=0.29$; $P_{\text{Periodic}}=2.63\times10^{-7}$). Taken
together, these approaches for deriving the BOLD response from the neural data indicate
that under conditions of optical stimulation of ChR2-expressing pyramidal neurons, spiking
activity is a more reliable correlate for the BOLD response than the LFP signal.

2.6. The BOLD response reflects the adaptation dynamics of single unit activity

Rapid adaptation of neural responses has been reported for pyramidal neurons directly
driven with current or with paired synaptic input (Connors and Gutnick, 1990) and during
sensory stimulation (Wark et al., 2007). Thalamo-cortical and intracortical synaptic
depression, intrinsic firing-rate adaptation and frequency-dependent synaptic inhibition are
possible mechanisms (Moore et al., 1999; Moore, 2004). Under the current approach,
adaptation of ChR2 itself could also contribute to this decline (Nagel et al., 2003). We
posited that one of many possible sources of divergence between our results and prior
reports emphasizing a high correlation between BOLD signal and LFP could have arisen
from a different interpretation/ modeling of these temporal dynamics (Logothetis et al.,
2001; Viswanathan and Freeman, 2007).

Utilizing this temporally non-linear relationship between neural input (as measured by LFP)
and output (as measured by spiking), we divided the neural response into an early period
capturing the initial peak and a late period characterizing the late sustained response (Fig.
6). When comparing the early peak and sustained late periods in the BOLD response and
physiological measures, both responses were characterized by an initial strong onset
followed by an attenuated but persistent response; however the strength of the adaptation
(the ratio between peak and sustained response) differed between the measures.

We observed that the magnitude of the initial peak was numerically higher for periodic than
Poisson stimulation but the later sustained response was reversed. In contrast, LFP activity
exhibited a pattern that diverged from BOLD signal and SUA, a numerically higher
response for Poisson than periodic for the whole response interval (Fig. 7A). This
observation motivated us to test whether the temporal dynamics of the response were better
correlated between spiking and BOLD signal under these conditions. The responses for each
of the stimulation frequencies and the Poisson and periodic regimes are shown in Fig. 7A.

To quantify this effect, we fitted transfer functions that incorporated the integrated responses
to each of the stimulation regimes and frequencies, measuring the extent to which each
neural measure predicted the BOLD response. We fitted first or second order polynomial
functions, taking into account the responses to both Poisson and periodic regimes and the
different rates of light stimulation separately for the early and late periods (Fig. 7B). The
SUA, MUA and dcLFP measures yielded better transfer functions than LFP, and LFP
restricted to the gamma band when separating to early and late intervals, similar to the
transfer functions computed for the whole duration of stimulation (not shown). The second
order polynomial yielded similar or better goodness-of-fit values.

One potential caveat in attempting to produce a transfer function between
electrophysiological recordings and BOLD signal is the slow timescale of the latter's
response. In particular, as demonstrated previously (Goense and Logothetis, 2008), these correlations are strongly dependent on the time scale at which the signals are compared and correlation of SUA, MUA and LFP with the BOLD signal are reduced when considered on slow time scales. While the analysis that derived the BOLD response by convolving it with a canonical HRF (Fig. 5) is impacted by this issue, producing a transfer function for the integrated response across the different stimulation frequencies and pulse train statistics alleviates it. In taking into account the entire response period, and further, by separating into early and late components (the former is likely impacted most by this issue), the present results argue that the better correlation observed for spiking relative to LFP is not a result of differences in timescales.

3. Discussion

Our findings demonstrate that regular spiking pyramidal cells in layer V of the sensory neocortex can be driven by stimulation of light-activated cation channels, producing a hemodynamic response that is reliable and consistent across experimental runs and animals. We observed proportional increases in action potential and LFP signals that were reflected in the BOLD response. We recorded single-unit, multi-unit and LFP activity, and we observed that the BOLD response was best correlated to single-unit and multi-unit activity localized to layer V of the neocortex. The BOLD signal tracked the temporal evolution of spiking activity, reflecting differential modulation of neural activity in individual cells.

We used light stimulation to provide precisely timed inputs to cortical neurons to test whether the BOLD response would reflect the evoked neural activity. Our findings provide a quantitative demonstration that the BOLD signal, under these conditions of predominant layer V pyramidal neurons drive, tracks action potential better than postsynaptic subthreshold activity (as reflected by LFP and dcLFP). Optical drive was achieved by inducing light at the surface of the brain, with the light decaying exponentially with cortical depth. Thus, the maximal locus of light could be a generator for both the LFP signal and the action potentials observed. However, MUA activity recorded throughout the layers was maximal and limited to layer V—we did not detect evidence of differential spiking in layers II/III. Further, LFP responses were consistent across layers I–V—effects that would not have occurred were they proportional to light intensity in a simple way (Fig. 4C,D). Instead, the signal measured here appears to be a reflection of dendritic current flow and consequent spiking in layer V neurons (in agreement with a common interpretation of the LFP).

Under the conditions of synchronous high frequency drive of a large population of neurons lasting several seconds utilized in this study, the power in the oscillatory component of the LFP provided a poor measure of the total evoked subthreshold activity. Due to the kinetics of ChR2 (Boyden et al., 2005; Ishizuka et al., 2006; Nagel et al., 2003) and cell membrane, the oscillatory component of the subthreshold response decreased with increased stimulus frequency while the constant component increased (see Fig. 2C). In contrast to the commonly used LFP power, which only evaluates the oscillatory component of the LFP, dcLFP amplitude captures the entire signal including both AC and DC components (note that it is not feasible to measure the amplitude of an AC coupled LFP signal since the DC component has been abolished or at least altered by the high-pass filter). While this study cannot indicate whether the distinction between the two LFP measures is as prominent in natural sensory-driven responses, the data here suggest that such conditions can exist in the neocortex (see also Goldring, 1974). Further, the dcLFP amplitude accurately tracked the increased drive with increased stimulation frequency, but failed to distinguish between periodic and Poisson timing. One possible explanation is that secondary sub- and supra-threshold activity not directly induced by optical drive is only weakly reflected in the dcLFP (e.g., GABA-induced inhibition of action potentials).
In making the observation that under conditions of predominant layer V pyramidal neurons drive, the BOLD signal is better correlated with action potentials, we emphasize the following points of interpretation. These data expand our understanding of the possible modes of neural-to-hemodynamic coupling that can exist in the neocortex, in that they rest on defined activity patterns imposed on the neocortex eliciting cell-type specific patterns. These data raise questions about the common assumption that subthreshold activity is the predominant correlate of the BOLD signal. Indeed, blockade of ionotropic glutamate receptors results in significant reduction in hemodynamic responses for sensory stimulation but no reduction for channelrhodopsin-driven hemodynamic responses in a similar preparation (Scott and Murphy, 2012), further supporting the findings presented here. Our findings do not, however, suggest a specific mechanism of neural-to-hemodynamic coupling. Substantial data (Cauli et al., 2004; Gordon et al., 2008; Haydon and Carmignoto, 2006; Mulligan and MacVicar, 2004; Zonta et al., 2003) suggest that pyramidal cell activity does not directly lead to local vasodilation and increased blood volume, which in turn modulates the ratio of oxygenated to deoxygenated hemoglobin (the metrics primarily indexed by the BOLD signal). Instead, the highly synchronous activity of layer V pyramidal neurons may drive either a specific sub-type of interneuron (Cauli et al., 2004) or astrocyte (Haydon and Carmignoto, 2006) that recruits smooth muscle relaxation and the consequent hemodynamic response.

Neural spiking responses to sensory stimulation have often been modeled as having independent Poisson-like statistics (Britten et al., 1993; Shadlen and Newsome, 1998; Tolhurst et al., 1983; Vogels et al., 1989). However, particularly under conditions of deployed attention, strong stimulation, or stimulus transients, highly synchronized oscillatory activity (particularly in the gamma range) can be observed (Baddeley et al., 1997; Maimon and Assad, 2009; Mainen and Sejnowski, 1995; Nase et al., 2003). In this study, we created a neural activity profile at the two ends of a possible spectrum of observed activity patterns in neocortical neurons during sensory stimulation. The spiking activity resulting from either of these activity profiles is unlikely to occur during the processing of natural sensory perception, partly due to the extreme synchrony invoked by our stimulation, but the Poisson case is arguably closer to a “natural” response. Our results for Poisson stimulation, in particular in the range of 8–56 Hz where all the electrophysiological measures show a monotonic increase, are largely consistent with previous studies using sensory stimulation (Logothetis et al., 2001).

In conclusion, our results using opto-fMRI to probe the BOLD signal amend a growing body of literature (Desai et al., 2011; Kahn et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2010; Scott and Murphy, 2012) that leverages optogenetic control to systematically examine the relation between local changes in neural activity and hemodynamic responses. We used a transgenic model, and focused on understanding the local response. We probed these responses under conditions typically employed in human imaging, blocks of sustained stimuli, and examined in detail the correlations between the BOLD signal and neurophysiological measures. Our findings are broadly consistent with components of the BOLD response being directly linked to spiking activity (Scott and Murphy, 2012) and we demonstrate sensitivity of the hemodynamic response variations in spike rate as observed in the difference between early and late responses, Poisson and periodic drive and overall spike rate. More broadly, our findings suggest that taking advantage of cell-type-specific optoengineering in vivo (Arenkiel et al., 2007; Ayling et al., 2009; Cardin et al., 2009; Han et al., 2009; Huber et al., 2008), targeting additional cell populations (Cardin et al., 2009; Sohal et al., 2009) and using cell-type specific neural silencing (Chow et al., 2010; Han and Boyden, 2007; Zhang et al., 2007), will allow the systematic causal study of the local pre- and postsynaptic cellular components that control functional hyperemia.
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4. Experimental procedures

4.1. Animals

All procedures were conducted in accordance with the National Institutes of Health guidelines and with the approval of the Committee on Animal Care at MIT. Channelrhodopsin-2 transgenic mice (Arenkiel et al., 2007) were purchased from the Jackson Labs (line 18, stock 007612, strain B6.Cg-Tg (Thy1-COP4/ EYFP)18Gfng/J) and subsequently crossed with C57bl/6 mice. See Table 1 for information on animals participating in recording experiments. Electrophysiological recordings and fMRI were obtained in separate animals.

4.2. Animal anesthesia and surgery

Animals were anesthetized with isoflurane mixed with oxygen for all procedures. During preparation and craniotomy surgery anesthesia was kept at a level of 2–3%. Prior to surgical procedures and placement in an animal bed for MRI or in a stereotactic frame for electrophysiology, the animal’s reflexes were tested to determine that a surgical anesthesia has been reached. Immediately prior to MRI scanning and electrophysiological recording the anesthetic level was reduced to 0.5–1% expired isoflurane. For the MRI experiment, the craniotomy was restricted to a burr-hole in the skull. For the electrophysiological recordings, a craniotomy and durotomy were made to allow positioning of the optical fiber and recording electrode.

4.3. Light stimulation

Light stimulation was generated by a 473 nm laser (Shanghai Dream Lasers) controlled by a computer. Optical stimulation was delivered via a 200 μm diameter unjacketed optical fiber with 0.48 NA (Thorlabs) positioned at the cortical surface at a power range of 10–15 mW at the tip of the fiber, positioned over primary somatosensory cortex (SI; Bregma AP -1.5, ML 2.5).

4.4. MRI procedures

Mice were fixed to an animal bed (Bruker BioSpin MRI GmbH) using a custom tooth-piece and ear bars. Breathing rate (Small Animal Monitoring 1025, SA Instruments) and expired isoflurane (V9004 Capnograph Series) were continuously monitored. Imaging was performed on a 9.4T BioSpec 94/20 USR MRI (Bruker BioSpin MRI GmbH) that operates at a maximum gradient strength of 675 mT/m, maximum slew rate 4673 T/m/s and a rise time of 130 μs. A single transmit and receive surface coil consisting of a single copper loop and etched circuit board (20 mm diameter) was positioned over the head. To reduce susceptibility artifacts, the skin above the entire skull was removed, and the craniotomy was restricted to a small burr-hole (500 μm in diameter) and the dura was kept intact. The fiber was placed adjacent to or contacting the dura. Although care was taken to avoid it, in some animals it can be seen that the fiber is pressing on the dura compressing the superficial edge of the brain. The consistency of results across animals suggests that this has not affected the ability to drive responses locally. Functional data were acquired using a spin-echo echo-planar sequence (SE-EPI; repetition time=2.5 s; echo time=12.17 ms; 10 coronal slices, 200 × 200 × 500 μm). High-resolution T1- and T2-weighted anatomical images were recorded using a rapid acquisition process with relaxation enhancement (RARE) sequence in coronal orientations (10 coronal slices, 78 × 78 × 500 μm). Image reconstruction was carried out using ParaVision 5.0 (Bruker BioSpin MRI GmbH). Preprocessing and analysis were carried out using procedures common in conventional human fMRI experiments. These preprocessing steps included removal of the first two volumes to allow for T1-equilibration, compensation of systematic slice-dependent time shifts (SPM2, Wellcome Department of...
Cognitive Neurology, UCL), rigid body correction for head motion within and across runs, and smoothing with a full-width half-maximum kernel of 600 μm (FSL, FMRIB, Oxford).

As can be seen in Fig. 1, an area of signal distortion and potential dropout was observed. This artifact is a result of magnetic susceptibility artifact introduced by the craniotomy. Due to the non-linear nature of the magnetic susceptibility artifact, it is difficult to quantify the laminar extent of signal dropout just based on the SE-EPI volumes. However, two reasons lead us to infer that this artifact did not affect our measurements. First, similar responses were observed across the different animals to the ‘localizer’ scan independent of the presence of this artifact (see also a similar experimental setup where both optogenetic and sensory sensory stimulation was used and this artifact reduced or not present, Kahn et al., 2011). Second, high-resolution (100 × 100 × 500 μm) fMRI data acquired in a setup similar to that used here yielded a BOLD response in Thy1-ChR2 mice predominately localized over layer V, with a response profile similar to that observed here (Desai et al., 2011).

For each mouse, we conducted two intermixed experimental runs. Functional “localizer” runs consisted of 15 s on–15 s off light-evoked stimulation (8 ms pulse duration at 40 Hz). The localizer runs were used to generate functional maps (but not for calculation of hemodynamic time series averages). Functional maps were computed using a fixed effects model (SPM2, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, UCL). A region of interest (ROI) consisting of activated voxels (P<0.05, corrected for multiple-comparisons using family-wise error correction) immediately adjacent to the fiber position was derived for each animal separately. The ROI derived from the localizer runs was then used to estimate the hemodynamic response for the target experimental conditions. Laser-stimulation pulse duration and frequency were 2.7 ms at 8–80 Hz. ROI analysis and statistics were carried out with in-house routines (Matlab, The Mathworks). Reported percent signal modulation is the percent difference of the BOLD signal during stimulation relative to no-stimulation periods. Reported integrated BOLD response is the area under the curve for the stated interval.

4.5. Electrophysiology

Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and held in place with a head post cemented to the skull. A small craniotomy was made over barrel cortex (Bregma AP –1.5, ML 2.5). Wholebrain EEG was recorded by two epidural tungsten wires placed approximately 1 mm anterior of Bregma and posterior of Lambda. Stimulus control and data acquisition (except LFP and MUA recordings using Cheetah Software, Neuralynx) were performed using software custom-written in LabView (National Instruments) and Matlab (The Mathworks).

4.5.1. Cell-attached recordings—Electrodes (10–14 MΩ resistance) were pulled on a Sutter P-97 and filled with saline. Electrodes were lowered under positive pressure while injecting small amplitude current pulses. After formation of a medium resistance seal (≥80 MΩ) and verification of occurrence of spikes, the cell-attached recording configuration was achieved (MultiClamp 700B, Molecular Devices).

4.5.2. Intracellular recordings—Electrodes (5–8 MΩ resistance) were pulled on a Sutter P-97 and filled with internal patch solution (130 mM K-Gluconate, 4 mM KCl, 2 mM NaCl, 10 mM Hepes, 0.2 mM EGTA, 10 mM Phosphocreatine, 4 mM MgATP, 0.3 mM NA3GTP, adjusted to pH 7.25 with KOH and 292 mOsm with ddH2O). Electrodes were lowered under positive pressure while injecting small amplitude current pulses until a cell was encountered and gentle suction was applied until a gigaseal was formed. Next, the cell membrane was broken and whole-cell recording configuration achieved.
4.5.3. Direct current LFP recordings—Electrodes (500–800 kΩ resistance) were pulled on a Sutter P-97 and filled with saline. Electrodes were lowered and local field potentials were recorded unfiltered in DC mode (MultiClamp 700B, Molecular Devices). Local field potentials (LFPs) and multi-unit activity (MUA) recordings Laminar electrodes (Neuronexus Technologies) were connected to a Cheetah32 data acquisition system (Neuralynx). Electrodes consisted of 16 contacts with a diameter of 15 μm and spaced 100 μm apart. Recordings were performed under the most permissive filter settings (0.1–9000 Hz) and separated into LFP and MUA signals post-hoc.

4.5.4. Electrophysiology analysis—Cell-attached recording data was band-pass filtered between 600 Hz and 6000 Hz and spike times were extracted where the potential exceeded 10 standard deviations of the signal during the entire block. MUA data were extracted from laminar recordings by band-pass filtering the signal between 600 and 6000 Hz and spike times were extracted where the potential exceeded 4 standard deviations of the signal during the entire block. All firing rate data were binned at 100 ms. The dcLFP amplitudes were calculated by subtracting any slow drift in the potential (piece-wise linear fit to the potential at the beginning of each trial) and averaging the negative of the signal during the period indicated in each case, usually during the entire stimulus presentation, or in 100 ms bins for time-series analyses. For both LFP and dcLFP power, the signal was low-pass filtered at 300 Hz. Spectrograms were computed for each trial using a 250 ms Hamming window and frequencies from 7 to 200 Hz. Power spectrum density ratios were obtained by normalizing each data point by the average power of the same frequency during the 10 s pre-stimulus period. Values reported represent the average over all frequencies and the entire stimulus presentation time, or 250 ms bins for time-series analyses.

4.6. Statistical procedures

We tested the data for normality using the Lilliefors test (Lilliefors, 1967). Only the fMRI BOLD data exhibited non-normal distribution (P<0.001). Therefore, we conducted non-parametric tests throughout (Wilcoxon signed rank and rank-sum two-tail tests). Multi-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted with standard parametric ANOVA after applying a rank transform to the BOLD data (Akritas, 1990; Hollander and Wolfe, 1999). Transfer functions were computed as minimum least squared error fits between first and second order polynomials of the electrophysiological measures during early or late periods (5 stimulation frequencies × 2 patterns=10 data points each) and the corresponding BOLD response. The time periods used in computing the transfer functions were determined from the canonical HRF. Its peak was at the 5 s time point, and the cumulative HRF from 0 to 7.5 s accounted for 96% of the total response. Thus, for the early period, the transfer function input was the first data point for each measure (corresponding to 0–100 ms for amplitudes and 0–250 ms for power ratios), and the output was the integrated BOLD response from 0 to 7.5 s. For the late period, we averaged responses during the nearly constant sustained response, i.e. 5–15 s for physiological measures and 10–20 s for BOLD.
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Fig. 1.
Light-evoked pyramidal cell spiking results in a consistent BOLD fMRI response in *Thy1-ChR2-YFP* mice. Activation was observed across all animals. For each individual animal, an anatomical coronal slice where the craniotomy was located and fiber optic inserted is presented (left). The region of stimulation is denoted by a white rectangle. “Localizer” runs consisted of 16 repetitions of 15 s on–15 s off light-pulses at 40 Hz/8 ms pulse duration (4–8 for each animal). A statistical parametric map of a positive BOLD response to light stimulation (*P*<0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons using family-wise error [FWE] correction) is overlaid to demonstrate the extent of response for each animal (right).
Fig. 2.
High-pass filtered local field potentials (LFP) do not correlate with layer V pyramidal neurons spike activity. LFP acquired in in vivo neurophysiological experiments is traditionally recorded in alternating current coupled mode (effectively filtering frequencies below 0.1–1 Hz; e.g., see ref. Cardin et al., 2009). Consequently, voltage changes that take place on a timescale of seconds are abolished. We compared electrophysiological recordings using laminar probes (MUA and LFP in AC coupled mode [LFP]) and saline-filled glass pipettes (LFP in direct-current mode [dcLFP]) during optical stimulation (8 and 40 Hz at 2.7 ms pulse width). (A) MUA (band-pass filtered between 600 and 6000 Hz), as well as LFP and dcLFP (raw unfiltered signals) are depicted for a representative trial. (B) Firing rate (MUA) is elevated (n=2 animals) for 40 Hz compared to 8 Hz, while LFP power ratio (n=3 animals) decreased. Consistent with firing rate, dcLFP (n=3 animals) average voltage amplitude increased when light stimulation frequency increased. (C) Intracellular in vivo recordings in current clamp mode were carried out to measure the effects of frequency modulation on membrane potential, motivating recording LFP in direct current mode (dcLFP), and explaining power reductions observed with conventional LFP recordings. Here we plot the responses in a cell that showed light-driven subthreshold responses (as determined by latency) but no spiking. Average raw time series (unfiltered) for each condition (8 and 40 Hz with 2.7 ms pulse width) demonstrate the robust effect of 1 s train of
light pulses on membrane potential. Notably, an overall shift in membrane potential is observed for 40 but not 8 Hz stimulation. Peak depolarization is equivalent between the two conditions but amplitude of oscillations differs. A quantification of this representative single trial is provided for mean membrane potential change (left), membrane potential modulation depth (middle) and power ratio (right). Mean membrane potential change was higher for 40 relative to 8 Hz, while modulation depth and power ratio, both reflecting the magnitude of oscillation, were higher for 8 relative to 40 Hz trains of light pulses.
Fig. 3.
Fidelity of local field potential measurements. (A) A sine-wave at multiple frequencies (1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000 Hz) was generated and passed into the amplifier through the headstage (left). The power of the recorded signal was computed and then interpolated at 8, 24, 40, 56, and 80 Hz (right). Comparison of 8 to 80 Hz of normalized power demonstrates that 0.7% reduction is observed. (B) The early, late and entire interval of optical stimulation is compared between the two principal methods for recording LFPs. As depicted, when power of the oscillatory neural activity recorded in direct current coupled mode LFP (dcLFP) is analyzed equivalently to the LFP recorded with the laminar electrodes (recorded in alternating current coupled mode), the resultant graphs show similar responses.
Fig. 4.
Pyramidal neuron spiking and BOLD responses are greater for Poisson relative to periodic optical stimulation. (A) For each animal in the fMRI experiment (n=4), time series were extracted from a region of interest (ROI) identified in an independent localizer scan. The integrated BOLD response across the entire stimulation interval (2.5–17.5 s), as determined from the localizer scan, was computed. A monotonic increase in the BOLD signal as a function of stimulation rate and a greater signal increase for Poisson relative to periodic stimulation were observed. (B) Cell-attached single-unit activity (SUA) recordings demonstrated a monotonically increasing spiking rate for both stimulation regimes, and a greater signal increase was observed for Poisson than periodic stimuli. (C) Responses across neocortical layers were measured using 16-contact laminar electrodes with contacts spaced at 100 μm. The normalized responses for LFP power, MUA firing rate and direct current LFP (dcLFP) amplitude are plotted as a function of depth (100–1400 μm). During optical drive, MUA demonstrated a peak response at 700–800 μm with only baseline response elsewhere. In contrast, LFP demonstrated a response that was sustained from 100 μm to 700–800 μm, and dcLFP demonstrated a response that was elevated throughout and peaked at 700–800 μm. (D) Poisson (red) and periodic (blue) regimes drove different LFP responses, yielding a decreased response when the rate of stimulation increased for periodic, and a constant response with a peak at 40–56 Hz for Poisson stimulation. The MUA did not
differ between Poisson and periodic stimulation and demonstrated a monotonic increase at 700–800 μm depth for both regimes. (E) The dcLFP demonstrated an increased rate of stimulation for both stimulation regimes with an increased amplitude towards 700–800 μm that was followed by a slight drop at depth 1000 μm.
Fig. 5. BOLD signal time series can be derived from spiking activity. The time series of each measure (SUA and MUA firing rate, LFP power, and dcLFP amplitude) was down sampled to 2.5 s to match the resolution of the BOLD signal and was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function, yielding a predicted BOLD signal time series. Predicted time series were computed separately for Poisson and periodic regimes and are plotted here for 40 Hz stimulation rate. The response amplitude was determined by computing a least squares fit (black line) to the measured BOLD signal (Poisson — red line, shade [mean ± sem]; Periodic — blue).
Fig. 6.
Time series for Poisson (red) and periodic (blue) stimulation regimes at 40 Hz. Responses are depicted for BOLD percent signal modulation, SUA and MUA firing rate, LFP power, and dcLFP amplitude. Differences in the amplitude of response between early and late periods as a function of stimulation regimes motivated quantification of this modulation across the different measures.
Fig. 7. Analysis of early and late response components reveal similarity between the BOLD signal and spiking but not LFP measures. (A) Motivated by the differential dynamics observed in the time series of the BOLD signal and electrophysiological measures, we plot here early and late responses as a function of stimulation regime (Poisson and periodic) and frequency. Responses are depicted for BOLD percent signal modulation, SUA and MUA firing rate, dcLFP amplitude, and LFP, and gamma-bandpassed LFP ($\gamma$LFP) power. (B) Neural to BOLD signal transfer functions were computed by fitting a 1st or 2nd order polynomial to each neural measure (SUA, MUA, LFP, dcLFP, and $\gamma$LFP). A goodness-of-fit ($r^2$) is plotted for 1st and 2nd order functions and the early and late response periods.
Table 1

Animals participating in electrophysiological and fMRI experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animals</th>
<th>Poisson</th>
<th>Periodic</th>
<th>Total number of runs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOLD</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUA</td>
<td>6 (13)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUA</td>
<td>3&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dcLFP</td>
<td>3 (12)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BOLD – blood oxygenation level-dependent; SUA—single-unit activity; MUA—multi-unit activity; LFP—local field potentials; dcLFP—direct current LFP.

<sup>a</sup>In parentheses the number of individual cells recorded is denoted.

<sup>b</sup>Number of pipette recordings is denoted in parentheses.

<sup>c</sup>One animal MUA data were excluded due to noise.